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• Only 650m walk to the 
Funicamp telecabina

• Deceptively large hotel, 
ideal for groups of all sizes

• Quiet village setting
• Large basement meeting 

room

The part of the Encamp village where the Hotel Oros sits, is a quiet 
place with a handful of shops, a sports centre and small park. The quiet 
position of the hotel is great for school groups and its proximity to the 
Funicamp gondola could not be better.

The rooms are modern and comfortable and offer a range of twin, triple 
and quads giving you plenty of flexibility over allocating your group to 
rooms. All rooms have TVs and private bathroom facilities and free wi-fi 
is available throughout the entire hotel.

The restaurant offers meals on a buffet basis, offering guests an 
incredible choice of hot and cold food. Breakfasts offer a vast choice of 
continental and hot foods, as well as fresh fruit and variety of beverages 
- perfect to ensure skiers are well nourished for each ski day.

This hotel ticks many of the boxes that we know our school groups look 
for when choosing the right accommodation for their group.

Hotel Oros



FAQ
MEAL TIMES
Breakfast is normally served from 07:00 until 09:30.
Evening meals are normally served between 19:00 and 21:30.

IS THERE A MEETING ROOM?
The hotel has a large function room in the basement, ideal for meetings and 
in-house après-ski activities.

DOES THE HOTEL HAVE 24 HOUR ACCESS?
Yes, the hotel is accessible 24hrs a day with the reception staffed at all times.

IS WI-FI AVAILABLE?
Yes, free wi-fi is available throughout the hotel.

DOES THE HOTEL HAVE A SAFE?
Yes, some rooms are equipped with safety deposit boxes.

WHAT FACILITIES ARE IN THE BEDROOMS?
All bedrooms feature TVs, hairdryers and private bathroom facilities.

HOW ARE BEDROOMS ACCESSED?
Rooms are accessed using either a credit card style or a traditional key.

DOES THE HOTEL CHARGE FOR ANY FACILITIES?
Yes, as would be expected, drinks and snacks at the bar/cafe are chargeable.

DO ANY BEDROOMS HAVE BALCONIES?
No, the hotel does not have any balconies.

WHAT AMENITIES ARE THERE LOCALLY?
There are many shops located throughout the village of Encamp, all a very short 
walk from the hotel entrance.

WHAT IS THE JOURNEY TIME FROM THE HOTEL TO THE CABLE CAR?
It’s approximately a 10 minute walk to the Funicamp telecabina which accesses the 
Encamp sector of Grandvalira. The Funicamp telecabine takes 19 minutes to reach 
the summit. It is also possible to ski the Vallnord resort whilst staying at the Hotel 
Oros, which is approximately 15 minutes transfer by coach (supplements may 
apply).

All information on this fact sheet is correct at the time of publication and is subject to change without notice. 
Please use as a guide only and for specific questions, contact the Interski office directly. 


